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ABSTRACT
Surveillance studies for Newcastle disease virus (NDV) are critical to monitor the potential spreading of these viruses
among wild birds as well as domestic poultry. This study was conducted to determine the incidence of NDV in wild
birds in Egypt in 2016. Out of 159 collected samples from eight different species of wild birds, six (3.77%) samples
were positive for paramyxoviruses by semi-nested RT-PCR assay based on the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
gene. Of six positive samples, four NDVs were successfully isolated in 11-day-old specific-pathogen-free
embryonated hens’ eggs. Partial sequences of the fusion gene of the four isolates were amplified using RT-PCR.
Phylogenetic analysis of partial sequences of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase gene and fusion genes indicated that
the detected NDV viruses in wild birds in Egypt are related to class I NDVs strains. Four Egyptian NDV isolates
from wild birds exhibited sequence motif of 111GERQER↓LVG119 at the cleavage site as lentogenic virus in wild
birds. Continuous active surveillance may help better monitoring of NDVs circulating in wild birds before newly
emerging viruses in domestic poultry.
Keywords: Egypt, Fusion protein, Newcastle disease virus, Wild birds

cause killer hemorrhagic, neurological disorders, and
respiratory illness; mesogenic strains causing infection of
respiratory system with limited mortality; and lentogenic
strains that cause enteric diseases and not severe
respiratory infection (Dortmans et al., 2011).
In Egypt, there have been continuous reports
associated with Newcastle disease outbreaks among
domestic poultry, which have affected the economy of
poultry industries (Shakal et al., 2020). Based on NDV
genotypic characterization, genotype II, VI, and VII of
class II have been identified in domestic poultry in Egypt
(Mohamed et al., 2009; Mohamed et al., 2011; Saad et al.,
2017).
The northern coast of Egypt serves as a stopover for
migratory birds during the annual migration of birds from
Asia and Europe to Africa and vice versa. Accordingly,
these migratory birds play an essential role in the
transmission of pathogens throughout their migration
routes (Alexander, 2007). In addition to migratory birds,
Egypt has several species of resident wild birds that live in

INTRODUCTION
Newcastle Disease Virus (NDV) is an enveloped RNA
virus with a negative single-stranded, non-segmented
genome of approximately 15 kb in length which encodes
nucleocapsid protein (NP), fusion protein (F),
hemagglutinin-neuraminidase protein (HN), matrix protein
(M), polymerase protein (L) and phosphoprotein (P)
(Swayne and King, 2003). The NDV was reported first
time in Newcastle, England in 1926 and was responsible
for the four panzootic in the UK (Alexander, et al., 1992).
NDV is a member of the genus Avulavirus, which belongs
to the family Paramyxoviridae (ICTV, 2013). NDVs have
been classified into two main classes I and II. Class I of
NDV comprises only one genotype that has been detected
and isolated from wild birds whereas class II includes 18
genotypes that are circulating in domestic and wild birds
(Xiao et al., 2012). NDVs can infect at least 240 different
domestic and wild bird species. Based on virulence, NDVs
are classified into three strains: velogenic strains that
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close contact with domestic poultry as well as migratory
wild birds and might play a role in the spread of newly
emerging viruses.
Despite the potential threat posed by wild birds in
the evolution of NDV, there is limited information about
the genetic profile of NDVs circulating in wild birds in
Egypt. Herein, the study detected and characterized the
circulating NDVs among wildlife in Egypt.

of RNase free water (Promega, USA) (Tong et al., 2008).
After an initial incubation at 95 °C for 1 minute, 40 cycles
of amplification were carried out consisting of
denaturation at 95 °C for 1 minute, annealing at 48 °C for
1 minute, extension at 72 °C for 1 minute and terminated
with a final extension of 72 °C for 7 minutes. The second
round of semi-nested PCR was carried out by mixing of
12.5 µl Green GoTaq master mix (Promega, USA), 10
pmol
forward
(PAR-F2)
primer
(5′GTTGCTTCAATGGTTCARGGNGAYAA-3′), 10 pmol
reverse primer (PAR-R same reverse primer as round 1)
and 8.5 µl RNase free water. The thermal cycling
condition for the second round was the same as the first
round. PCR products were analyzed by standard agarose
gel electrophoresis. The final 561 bp PCR product was gel
purified by Gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Germany) then
sequenced using the primers of the second round of PCR
at the Macrogen sequencing facility (Macrogen, South
Korea).

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Ethical approval
Sampling from birds was approved by the ethical
committee of the National Research Centre, Cairo, Egypt
(registration number: 16247). All international, national,
and institutional regulations on sampling from wild birds
were followed.
Samples collection
From October to December 2016, a total of 159
cloacal samples taken from wild birds were individually
collected from live bird markets of three northern coastal
cities of Egypt [Damietta (n=102), Port Said (n=33), and
Matruh (n=24)]. The birds sampled included northern
shoveler (n=76), pintail (n=39), laughing dove (n=6), teal
(n=31), wigeon (n=2), moorhen (n=1), mallard (n=1) and
coot (n=3). The cloacal swabs were collected in 2 ml
cryovials containing viral transport medium. Then the
samples were transmitted to the laboratory in icebox to
keep the temperature of the samples within the viral
survival range. The collected samples were kept at -80 ºC
for further analysis.

Newcastle
disease
virus
isolation
and
amplification of partial F gene and phylogenetic
analysis
All positive samples for paramyxoviruses were
individually inoculated in the allantoic cavities of 11-dayold specific-pathogen-free (SPF) embryonated hens’ eggs
(Kom Oshem, Egypt) and incubated for three days. A
volume of 50 µl of harvested allantoic fluid was
individually tested for hemagglutinating activity using
0.5% chicken red blood cells. The positive samples were
subjected to viral RNA extraction using QIAamp Viral
Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germany) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. RT-PCR amplification of partial
F gene was carried out in a 25 μl which consist of 10 pmol
each
of
the
forward
NDV-F
primer:
5′GGAGGATGTTGG CAGCATT-3′ and reverse NDV-F
primer: 5′-GTCAACATATACACCTCATC-3′(Pang et al.,
2002). PCR reaction was carried out using Phusion master
mix (Thermo Scientific, USA) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The final 320 bp PCR product
was gel purified by PCR purification kit (Qiagen,
Germany) and sequenced with forward and reverse NDVF primers at the Macrogen sequencing facility (Macrogen,
South Korea). Sequence alignment was performed using
the BioEdit 7.0 software. The phylogenetic trees of RdRp
and F genes were elaborated using the MEGA7 program
by applying the neighbor-joining method with Kimura’s
two-parameter distance model and 1000 bootstrap
replicates. Also, maximum-likelihood analysis for NDVs
was performed using the MEGA7 program. All

Detection of paramyxoviruses in wild birds
A volume of 140 µl of each collected sample was
subjected to viral RNA extraction using the QIAamp Virus
RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germany). Extracted viral RNA
from each collected sample was subjected to cDNA
synthesis using RevertAid First Strand cDNA Synthesis
Kit
(Thermo
Scientific,
USA).
Detection of
paramyxoviruses in all collected samples was based on
semi-nested PCR targeting the RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RdRp) gene (Tong et al., 2008). For the first
round of semi-nested PCR for detection of
paramyxoviruses in wild birds, 2 µl of each cDNA was
mixed with 23 µl of 12.5 µl Green GoTaq master mix
(Promega, USA), 1 µl of forward primer (PAR-F1, 10
pmol/µl) (5′- GAAGGITATTGTCAIAARNTNTGGAC3′), 1 µl of reverse primer (PAR-R, 10 pmol/µl) (5′GCTGAAGTTACIGGITCICCDATRTTNC-3′) and 8.5 µl
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representative sequences from class I and genotypes (I to
XVIII) of class II were obtained from GenBank as
previously described by Dimitrov et al. (2016) and used to
construct the phylogenetic trees for RdRp and F genes to
identify the newly characterized NDVs in Egypt.
Alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences of the F
gene of NDVs isolated from wild birds in Egypt compared
with representative class I and class II NDV strains was
analyzed using BioEdit 7.0 software.

Following the BLAST analysis, the NDVs isolated in
this study revealed about 97% similarity to the NDV
strains JX07 and DE-R49/99 isolates based on the
nucleotide identities.
The amino acid sequences of the F protein
proteolytic cleavage site motifs (111GERQER↓LVG119)
were identical in the entire isolated NDV strains detected
in different wild birds in Egypt (Figure 3). As a result of
amino acids present in the cleavage site of F protein,
which considers as a fingerprint for NDV pathogenicity,
all Egyptian NDV strains detected in wild birds had
lentogenic motif at the cleavage site. While the cleavage
sites of velogenic and mesogenic strains (R/K-R-Q-R/KR↓F) were not detected in the obtained sequences (Collins
et al., 1993; Wang et al., 2017).
These results are in agreement with several previous
studies detecting lentogenic NDVs in wild birds in several
countries (Huovilainen et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2007;
Jindal et al., 2009). The Egyptian NDVs isolated in this
study do not appear to be phylogenetically related to live
vaccines used in Egypt such as Lasota, indicating that the
source of these viruses is not related to the shedding of the
used vaccine strains. Although class I of NDVs was
detected in domestic poultry in previous studies (Fan et al.,
2015; Dimitrov et al., 2016), it was not wildly circulated
like class II and caused effective losses in poultry
industries. A previous study detected a virulent strain of
class I of NDV during an outbreak recorded in Ireland in
1990 (Alexander et al., 1992).
Further virological and epidemiological studies from
a broader host range are needed to determine the
pathogenicity and host range of the circulating
paramyxoviruses. However, virulent and mesogenic
strains of NDVs were not detected in the current study, the
presence of them cannot be excluded due to the nature of
migration of wild birds across continents. Thus,
continuous surveillance for NDV in wild birds is essential
for a better understanding of its epidemiology.
In conclusion, this study characterized NDVs
circulating in wild birds in Egypt. The close phylogenetic
relationship between circulating NDV strains in wild birds
and previously detected viruses of class I confirms the role
of wild birds in the possibility of cross-species
transmission among different hosts. The findings suggest
the need for continuous systematic surveillance in wild
birds.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Egypt, Newcastle disease has been identified as a
major cause of setbacks in the poultry industry. While
there are no reports describing the incidence and
pathotyping of NDVs in wild birds in Egypt, this study
investigated the prevalence and diversity of NDVs
circulating in wild birds in live bird markets in different
cities of Egypt.
Out of 159 collected samples from eight different
species of wild birds, 6 (3.77%) samples were tested
positive for paramyxoviruses. According to the location of
collection, five (4.90%) samples from Damietta, and one
(4.16%) sample from Matruh were positive for
paramyxoviruses. No positive sample was detected in Port
Said. According to the species of wild birds from which
the samples were collected, five (3.35 %) positive samples
were detected from the Anseriformes (2 from pintail and 3
from northern shoveler) and one (16.66%) from
Columbiformes (laughing dove). No positive sample was
detected from coot, mallard, moorhen, teal, and wigeon.
Among six positive samples that were inoculated in
SPF eggs, four samples were positive by hemagglutination
assay. Positive samples were confirmed as NDV by RTPCR targeting the RdRp gene. Based on the application of
RT-PCR targeting the F gene for NDV isolates, the results
revealed 320 bp PCR amplicons.
Huge data sets of NDVs sequences from different
regions around the world were used to determine the
pathotyping and origin of newly characterized viruses.
Phylogenetic trees were constructed using partial
sequences from the RdRp and F genes. Representative
sequences from class I and genotypes (I to XVIII) of class
II were used to build the general trees to identify the newly
studied isolates from Egypt. Phylogenetic analysis showed
that the isolated viruses during the current study were
clustered and closely related to class I NDVs (Figures 1
and 2).
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village weaver/Ivory Coast/CIV08-032/2006|HG326600.1
strain village weaver/Ivory Coast/CIV08-032/2006|HG326600.1
chicken/Ivory Coast/CIV08-026/2007|HF969179.1
2007 Mali ML038 07|JF966389.1
chicken/Nigeria/NIE10-182/2011|HF969171.1
Avian avulavirus 1 isolate Nigeria/228-7/2006 | KF442614.1
chicken/Ivory Coast/CIV08-104/2007|HF969185.1
chicken-2602-605-Niger-2008| FJ772475.1
chicken/Benin/463MT/2009 |JX546245.1
chicken/Benin/463MT/2009 |JX546245.1
turkey/Nigeria/NIE10-082/2011|HF969167.1
chicken-1377-8-Niger-2006|FJ772452.1
chicken/MM15/Sheikhupura|JX436341.1
Avian avulavirus 1 strain chicken/SPVC/Karachi/NDV/43/2008|GU182323.1
NDV/Chicken/Bareilly/01/10,|KJ577585.1
Avian avulavirus 1 isolate Roller/Tanzania/47385-11/2010|JN942043.3
NDV/peacock/Peru/2011,|KR732614.1
chicken/Colombia/1326-13286/2009| KJ865696.1
chicken/NDV/Pak/AW-14,|KP776462.1
chicken/Banjarmasin/010/10,| HQ697254.1
chicken/Sukorejo/019/10,|HQ697255.1
SWS03|DQ227254.1
SWS03|DQ227254.1
CH-A7/96|AY028995.1
TW/2000|AF358786.1
jinan04|DQ363537.1
XZ-9-08-Ch| GQ245812.1
ND98| EF589133.1
NDV/Serbia/749/2007 |GU227738.1
ZJ/1/00/Go |AF456438.1
Chicken Sweden 95,|HQ839733.1
Japan/Ibaraki/85|AB465606.1
APMV-1/Ethiopia/13VIR3936-27/2012| KJ958914.1
NDV/DOVE/IT/11RS98 102VIR/2011|JN638234.1
pigeon/Nigeria/NIE13-005/2013|HG424625.1
Pigeon/Dnipropetrovsk/1-18-11 | KJ914671.1
Pi/Rus/Vladimir/687/05 | JF824032.1
Pigeon paramyxovirus-1 strain s-1| FJ865434.1
GB 1168/84|AF109885.1
APMV1/Pigeon/PA/USA/0712/2007| JX901341.1
Pigeon paramyxovirus 1 isolate Pigeon/New York/12339/1998|JN872182.1
Pigeon/China/SD2012,| KJ808820.1
Pigeon/New York/12339/1998|JN872182.1
pigeon/Nigeria/NIE09-1898/2009|HG326604.1
Pigeon paramyxovirus 1|JX518532.1
YZ-23-07-Pi|GQ281088.1
pigeon/Italy/1166/00 |AY288996.1
pigeon/Italy/1166/00 |AY288996.1
chicken/Mexico/Queretaro/452/1947|JX915243.1
chicken/DominicanRepublic/28138-4/1986|
NDV 2011 Madagascar MGF015C| JX518877.1
MG 725 08,| HQ266602.1
NDV Italien|EU293914.1
NDV Herts/33|AY741404.1
NDV/Mallard/CH/HLJ383/06| FJ480786.1
JS/9/05/Go| FJ430160.1
NDVstrain F48E9|AY508514.1
JS/1/97/Ch|FJ436305.1
Turkey/Minnesota/17531-3/2010|JN872171.1
northern pintail/US(OH)/87-486/1987|EF564826.1
APMV-1/chicken/U.S.(TX)/GB/1948|GU978777.1
LaSota|AF077761.1
NDVD JS 41 05| FJ597607.1
NDV FJ0801|FJ600539.1
Ireland/Ulster/67|AY562991.1
PHY-LMV42|DQ097394.1
02-1334|AY935490.1
red poll/Russia/Nikita530FFNK2/2008|KC503479.1
QH4,| FJ751919.1
NDV/chicken/Uganda/MU019/2011|HG937572.1
A89,|JQ217418.1
gamefowl/Mex(DF)/619/2008|KC808509.1
dove/Mexico(Distrito Federal)/462/2004|EU518682.1
chicken/Mexico/37821/96 | AY288999.1
gamefowl/US(CA)/212676/2002| EF520718.1
Newcastle disease virus/Northern Shoveler/Egypt/758/2016
Newcastle disease virus/Northern Shoveler/Egypt/710/2016
Newcastle disease virus/Northern Shoveler/Egypt/717/2016
Newcastle disease virus/pintail/Egypt/770/2016
Newcastle disease virus/pintail/Egypt/773/2016
Newcastle disease virus/Laughing dove/790/2016
JX07|JF893453.1
DE-R49/99|DQ097393.1
9a5b-D5C1|JQ713944.1

XVIII

XVII

XIV

XIII
XII

VII

VI

Class II

XVI
XI
IV
III
IX
X
II

I

V

Class I

Figure 1. Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree based on RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) gene of Newcastle disease
virus isolates from wild birds in Egypt. The wild bird isolates sequenced in the present study are marked with red squares.
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ND98|_EF589133.1
NDV/Serbia/749/2007_|GU227738.1
ZJ/1/00/Go_|AF456438.1
XZ-9-08-Ch|_GQ245812.1
jinan04|DQ363537.1
TW/2000|AF358786.1
Newcastle_disease_virus_strain_CH-A7/96|AY028995.1
CH-A7/96|AY028995.1
chicken/NDV/Pak/AW-14,|KP776462.1
chicken/Banjarmasin/010/10,|_HQ697254.1
chicken/Sukorejo/019/10,|HQ697255.1
NDV/Bali-1/07,|AB605247.1
chicken/SPVC/Karachi/NDV/43
chicken/SPVC/Karachi/NDV/43/2008|GU182323.1
NDV/Chicken/Bareilly/01/10,|KJ577585.1
avulavirus_1_isolate_Roller/Tanzania/47385-11/2010|JN942043.3
chicken/Ivory_Coast/CIV08-026/2007|HF969179.1
NDV isolate_2007_Mali_ML038_07|JF966389.1
Ivory_Coast/CIV08-032/2006|HG326600.1
Ivory_Coast/CIV08-032/2006|HG326600.1
NDV/peacock/Peru/2011,|KR732614.1(XII)
chicken/Colombia/1326-13286/2009|_KJ865696.1
chicken/Nigeria/NIE10-182/2011|HF969171.1(XVII)
Avian_avulavirus_1_isolate_Nigeria/228-7/2006_|_KF442614.1
chicken/Ivory_Coast/CIV08-104/2007|HF969185.1
chicken-2602-605-Niger-2008|_FJ772475.1
NDV/chicken/Benin/463MT/2009_|JX546245.1(XIV)
chicken/Nigeria/NIE10-024/2011|_HF969161.1
turkey/Nigeria/NIE10-082/2011|HF969167.1
chicken-1377-8-Niger-2006|FJ772452.1
Chicken_Sweden_95,|HQ839733.1(VI)
Japan/Ibaraki/85|AB465606.1
NDV/DOVE/IT/11RS98_102VIR/2011|JN638234.1
pigeon/Nigeria/NIE13-005/2013|HG424625.1
pigeon/Nigeria/NIE13-005/2013|HG424625.1
Avian_avulavirus_1_isolate_Pigeon/Dnipropetrovsk/1-18-11_|_KJ914671.1
Avian_avulavirus_1_isolate_Pi/Rus/Vladimir/687/05_|_JF824032.1
pigeon/Nigeria/NIE09-1898/2009|HG326604.1
Pigeon_paramyxovirus_1|JX518532.1
YZ-23-07-Pi|GQ281088.1
pigeon/Italy/1166/00_|AY288996.1
Pigeon_paramyxovirus-1_strain_s-1|_FJ865434.1
Newcastle_disease_virus_strain_GB_1168/84|AF109885.1
APMV1/Pigeon/PA/USA/0712/2007|_JX901341.1
Pigeon_paramyxovirus_1_isolate_Pigeon/New_York/12339/1998|JN872182.1
Pigeon/China/SD2012,|_KJ808820.1
STP96|DQ417113.1
Newcastle_disease_virus|AF048763.1
Newcastle_disease_virus_isolate_QH4,|_FJ751919.1
Turkey/North_Dakota/43084-25/1992_|JN942036.1
cormorant/Canada/98CNN3-V1125/1998|_FJ705459.1
Mexico(Distrito_Federal)/462/2004
Avian_avulavirus_1_isolate_dove/Mexico(Distrito_Federal)/462/2004|EU518682.1
chicken/Uganda/MU019/2011|HG937572
A89,|JQ217418.1
Avian_avulavirus_1_isolate_chicken/Mexico/37821/96_|_AY288999.1
Newcastle_disease_virus_strain_gamefowl/US(CA)/212676/2002|_EF520718.1
chicken/Mexico/Queretaro/452/1947|JX915243.1
chicken/DominicanRepublic/28138-4/1986|
Madagascar_MGF015C|_JX518877.1
MG_725_08,|_HQ266602.1
F48E9|AY508514.1
JS/1/97/Ch|FJ436305.1
Italien|EU293914.1(IV)
Herts/33|AY741404.1
NDV/Mallard/CH/HLJ383/06|_FJ480786.1(III)
JS/9/05/Go|_FJ430160.1
02-1334|AY935490.1
APMV-1/chicken/U.S.(TX)/GB/1948|GU978777.1
LaSota|AF077761.1
Avian_avulavirus_1_isolate_Turkey/Minnesota/17531-3/2010|JN872171.1
Avian_avulavirus_1_isolate_northern_pintail/US(OH)/87-486/1987|EF564826.1
Newcastle_disease_virus_strain_D_JS_41_05|_FJ597607.1
Newcastle_disease_virus_strain_FJ0801|FJ600539.1
Newcastle_disease_virus_strain_PHY-LMV42|DQ097394.1
red_poll/Russia/Nikita530FFNK2/2008|KC503479.1
chicken/N._Ireland/Ulster/67|AY562991.1
9a5b-D5C1|JQ713944.1_
Newcastle_disease_virus/Pintail/Egypt/773/2016
Newcastle_disease_virus/Laughing_dove_/Egypt/790/2016
Newcastle_disease_virus_strain_DE-R49/99|DQ097393.1_
Avian_avulavirus_1_isolate_Anas_sp/Japan/10UO0343/2010|KC503412.1
Newcastle_disease_virus/Northern_Shoveler_/Egypt/717/2016
Newcastle_disease_virus/Pintail_/Egypt/770/2016
Newcastle_disease_virus_isolate_JX07|JF893453.1_
APMV-1/greylag_goose/Astana/1375/2005|_KU366512.1

VII

XIII

XVIII
XII
XVII

XIV

VI

Class II

V

XI
IX
IV
III
II
X

I

Class I

Figure 2. Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of Newcastle disease virus isolates based on F gene sequences. The wild bird
isolates sequenced in this study are marked with red color.
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Figure 3. Alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences of the F gene of Newcastle disease viruses (NDV) isolated from
wild birds in Egypt compared with class I and class II NDV strains. ‘.’ indicates a site at which the amino acid residue is
identical. The F protein cleavage site amino acid sequences of NDV isolates were labeled by a black rectangle.
Research, 42(1): 122. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1186/1297-9716-42122
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